
Curriculum Map

Subject: DANCE Year group: 7-9

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 modules (GCSE and Urban
Dance)

Content

Declarative
Knowledge –
‘Know What’

Super Mario

Introduction to the skills and knowledge of
the basic dance actions and principles of
choreography

Swansong – Christopher Bruce
Hunger Games/1920’s jazz

To develop the choreographic and technical
principles of dance, relating to a specific
professional work or style of dance.

Explore the beginnings of creating choreography
relating to one given stimuli, developing
knowledge of physical, technical, expressive and
mental skills. These skills provide Year 9’s with a
strong platform for devising their own work and
the technical aspects of both the BTEC and GCSE
dance course.

Urban Dance is a rotation of the following dance
styles and skills: Street Dance, Contemporary, Jazz,
Dance for Camera.

Skills

Procedural
Knowledge –
‘Know How’

Know how to perform the dance actions;
travel, jump, turn, gesture and stillness. Know
how to incorporate the following
choreography principles including: still
image, repetition, size of movement,
formations, canon, and unison. Students will
be able to create a group piece relating to the
Super Mario stimuli and share and describe
improvements.

Know how to create a piece of choreography
relating to a specific stimuli in small groups
and evaluate their own and other’s work.
Incorporation of a range of dynamics, actions,
relationship and space, as well as the
following choreographic principles; canon,
unison, contact work, repetition, formations
and levels.

Know how to use any stimuli to create a
performance and link ideas back to the stimulus
within a group context. Apply a range of dance
skills and key techniques of a variety of dance
practitioners in their work. Evaluate their own and
other’s performance with detailed verbal and
written responses.

Key Questions How does Mario jump, travel, turn, gesture or
stillness? What are the 5 dance actions?
Name a variety of dance formations? What is
a still image? Why is team work important?

What is the definition of; canon, unison,
repetition. Name the 5 dance actions? What
action, dynamics and space can you identify
in the professional work?

Name the four different dance skills? What is the
definition of….? List the choreographic devices
used in the professional work? Are there any
techniques you could you or another group apply
in their performance?

Assessment See Online Sandringham Dance Assessment
Grid

See Online Sandringham Dance Assessment
Grid

GCSE assessment grids, written teacher and peer
feedback, collaborative group assessment and final
performance of choreographed piece. Google form
quizzes.



Curriculum Map

Literacy/Numeracy/
SMSC/Character

Literacy - Improving your own / others performance
Numeracy – Using within choreography tasks
Teamwork: communication and working with others,
leadership.
Problem Solving - critical thinking.
Cultural appreciation – own and professional works
Resilience, Initiative, Integrity, Confidence, Aspiration

Literacy - Improving your own / others performance
Numeracy – choreography tasks
Teamwork: communication and working with others,
leadership.
Problem Solving - critical thinking.
Cultural appreciation – own and professional works
Resilience, Initiative, Integrity, Confidence, Aspiration

Literacy - Improving your own / others performance
Numeracy – Using within choreography tasks
Teamwork: communication and working with others,
leadership.
Problem Solving - critical thinking.
Cultural appreciation – own and professional works

Resilience, Initiative, Integrity, Confidence, Aspiration.


